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 Why do we look for certain characteristics in 
swimming strokes and skills?

 Reducing drag in swimming allows for less effort at 
the same speed…so does reducing drag in swimming 
allow for an increase in speed at the same effort?

 How much faster are swimmers on relay splits?

 Why?

Something to consider…



Knowledge

Questions
The 

Unquestionable

What we know…

What we know we 
don't know…

What we don't know 
we don't know…

Asking Questions



 Goals for this session:

 Fundamental principles related to underwater skills…a 
research perspective.

 Practical evidence and considerations for skill training.

 Application to start and turn swimming skills.

Session Goals



 Drag is a resistive force on an object moving in a fluid, and 
is extremely difficult to calculate when an object is moving.

 Passive Drag vs. Active Drag.

 Form drag is more critical at lower speeds, and wave drag 
at higher

 At 1m/s wave drag can be 10%-20% of total active drag, but at 
1.9m/s it is 30-%-40%. 

 Body shape and swim technique accounts for about 10%-15%.

What is Drag?

Barry Wilson and Rhys Thorp, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand



Profile vs Surface Drag

 Looked at a comparison of 
drag measurements in flume 
when using a mannequin, a 
swimmer, and CFD.

 A mannequin produced about 
18% less drag than a swimmer 
in the same position did.

 Provided a great evaluation of 
changes in profile and surface 
drag with changes in speed.

Bixler, B., Pease, D., Fairhurst, F. (2007). The accuracy of computational fluid dynamics analysis of the passive drag of a 

male swimmer. Sports Biomechanics.



 French study looking at 10 male elite swimmers

 Found the need to optimize 4 principles: 1) streamline into 
UW glide phase; 2) start the UW kick after 6m; 3) have a 
high undulation frequency; and 4) use only lower limbs in 
undulating movements.

 Identified a decrease angle of attack of the thigh as being a 
critical factor.

 Angle of attack is the angle between a reference plane of the 
body and the reference plane of the relative fluid flow.

Start Performance

Nicolas Houel, Marc Elipot, Frédéric André, and Philippe Hellard (2013). Influence of angles of attack, frequency and kick 

amplitude on swimmer’s horizontal velocity during underwater phase of a grab start. Journal of Applied Biomechanics.



 Joint research study between researchers in Australia 
and New Zealand.

 Simulation study in a flume with a mannequin.

 Body position has a large impact on wave drag as you 
approach the surface (last 0.2m).

 Athletes should try and stay below 0.6m for as long as 
possible after starts and turns.

Water Depth and Angle of Attack

Pease, D.L., and Vennell, R. (2010). The effect of angle of attack and depth on passive drag. Biomechanics in and 

Medicine in Swimming XI.



 14 swimmers did dives with 3 different UW trajectories.

 Shallow and deep dives both negatively impacted 
performance, with shallow dive having greatest adverse 
impact (15m time).

 ‘Optimal’ dives had a max UW depth of about 0.92m.

 Used markers on bottom of pool as targets for low point 
of dive at 5m, 7.5, and 9m respectively.

 Found swimmers needed to hold glide longer, until 6.6m 
away from wall.

UW Trajectories of Starts

Elaine Tora, David L. Peasea, Kevin A. Ballba (2014). Comparing three underwater trajectories of the swimming start. 

Journal of Science and Medicine in Sport.



 Australian study using 8 male and 5 female swimmers.

 Evaluated using either dolphin kicking or flutter 
kicking off of the wall after a turn.

 Deceleration was less during the dolphin kick than 
when using flutter kick.

 Velocity above free swimming speed was maintained 
for a longer period of time using dolphin kick.

Underwater Kicking

Clothier, P.J., McElroy, G.K., Blanksby, B.A., Payne, W.R.. (2000). Traditional and modified exits following freestyle tumble

turns by skilled swimmers. S.A. Journal for Research in Sport, Physical Education, and Recreation.



Propulsive Effects of UW Kick

 Used body scans, 
underwater video footage, 
software-based animation, 
and CFD to simulate and 
examine hydrodynamics of 
the dolphin kick.

 Used two USA Olympic level 
athletes (1 male and 1 
female).

Von Loebbecke, A., Mittal, R., Mark, R., Hahn, J. (209). A computational method for analysis of underwater dolphin kick 

hydrodynamics in human swimming. Sports Biomechanics



Knee Straightness in Kicking

 Case study compared swimming 
technique from 2005 to 2009

 Straightness of BF kick improved from 
39% to 55%.

 Straighter knee increased overall stroke 
velocity.

 However, using more large muscles 
creates increase in lactate

 Need to train and adapt to this technique.

Takahisa Ide, Sadafumi Takise, Yutaka Yoshimura, Kohei Kawamoto, Steve Schaffer, William F. Johnson, Toshikazu 

Kawakami, (2012). Straightness knee butterfly kick makes more lactate acid during butterfly swimming. International 

Journal of Swimming Kinetics



 French study looking at 12 male swimmers from National 
program

 Analysis of lower limb revealed that hip-ankle synergy was 
critical for increased UW kicking speed, and knee action 
acted in as an independent influence.

 High level swimmers have coordination pattern leading to 
low joint angles.

 When hip-ankle synergy increases, more speed…but 
increase in knee angle actually disrupts this synergy by 
increasing angle of attack of the thigh.

Coordination of UW Kick in High 
Level Swimmers

Elipot, M., Houel, N., Hellard, P., Dietrich, G. (2010). Motor coordination during the underwater undulatory swimming 

phase of the start for high level swimmers. Biomechanics in and Medicine in Swimming XI.



From Theory to Reality: What Good 
is Research if it can’t be Applied?

Using Science to help define the WHY and shape the HOW.



Track Starts

 Grab block, arms straight, eyes looking down, hips high, 
toes forward

 React first with arms by pulling through shoulders and 
back, push with the back leg

 Immediate forward hip motion is critical
 Once hips pass ankle(s), knees bend to prepare for 

powerful push
 Arms recover bent, extending into streamline
 Arm movement should be timed with pushing leg(s)
 Glide before kick/underwater pull





Backstroke Starts

 Set-up: Hips relatively close to wall, toes no lower than the 
surface of the water, back upright, head neutral

 Head initiates the dive, with torso and arms moving 
backwards rapidly, hands close to body into streamline

 Hip drive raises butt clear of the water before leg drive 
begins

 Leg drive finishes in time with arm extension

 Back arched over the water and entry through a single hole

 Glide before dolphin kick





Freestyle/Backstroke Turns

 Hips should continue forward motion during rotation

 Requires a full and deep in-stroke, bending at the hips, 
pressing chest forward and down

 Feet should touch wall at the same time, with toes 
pointing to side/surface

 Hands should be in front of head and arms extended at 
contact

 Push should be performed on side/back without twisting

 Glide before dolphin kick







Breaststroke/Butterfly Turns

 Entire body moves to touch

 Hands touch wall simultaneously at or below surface

 Low position on the water, drop one hand and follow it 
around, legs pass under torso, body falls back and away

 Feet should touch wall, pointing to side, with hands 
together in front of head

 Push should be performed on side/back without twisting

 Glide before dolphin kick/underwater pull







Integration in an Annual Plan

 Pretty simple…

 Competition
 What are you assessing for performance?

 Performance outcomes vs performance goals??

 How are the races swam?

 Your swimmer as well as their competitors.

 Gap analysis?

 Where is the deficiency?

 Daily Training Environment
 Train what you want to perform.



Examples of How to Train 
Swimming Skills



 Using kick count in vertical kick

 Working towards 25 kicks in 10s

 Alternating vertical kick and push 15m

 Train to perform under load

25uw ! :30

4x 10s vert kick + 25 kick ! :40

25 swim ! :20

50 ez 1:30

Underwater Kick Training



 Again, focus on performance under load
6 x 30m turn :30 2x      5 x 30m turn   :40

1min vert kick as 12on/8off 2 x 100 
swim 1:40

6 x 10 push & glide

6 x 30m turn :30

100 ez 2:00

2min vert kick as 8on/12off

2 x 30m turn :40

Turn Training



 Work towards skill progression
 Dive with ‘hard’ push, dive and glide for line, dive and 

glide with kick, dive 15m for time, dive 25m for time

 Understanding timed evaluations and importance of 
video support

6 x dive 25m walk-back as 2 x (1 UW, 2 swim) 1:20

4 x dive and glide for line

4 x dive and glide with kick to 15m for time

4 x dive 15m for time

Start Training



What Do You Need?

 TIME
 In lieu of time, money

 Commitment
 A continuous process

 Stay the course

 Knowledge
 Focus on what increases performance the most

 Belief
 Have faith in your program



 All comes back to simple concepts that are often not 
addressed throughout an athlete’s development 
career.

 Despite an increasing amount of information, 
research, and practical evidence, still see many 
coaches ‘slow’ to adopt and change training 
principles and techniques.

Simple Things Matter
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Thank-you for your time.


